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a b s t r a c t 

We propose an analytical framework aimed at investigating different views of the discussions regarding 

polarized topics which occur in Online Social Networks (OSNs). 

The framework supports the analysis along multiple dimensions, i.e., time, space and sentiment of the 

opposite views about a controversial topic emerging in an OSN. 

To assess its usefulness in mining insights about social phenomena, we apply it to two different Twit- 

ter case studies: the discussions about the refugee crisis and the United Kingdom European Union member- 

ship referendum . These complex and contended topics are very important issues for EU citizens and stim- 

ulated a multitude of Twitter users to take side and actively participate in the discussions. Our framework 

allows to monitor in a scalable way the raw stream of relevant tweets and to automatically enrich them 

with location information (user and mentioned locations), and sentiment polarity (positive vs. negative). 

The analyses we conducted show how the framework captures the differences in positive and negative 

user sentiment over time and space. The resulting knowledge can support the understanding of complex 

dynamics by identifying variations in the perception of specific events and locations. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

During the last few years, major social and political events hap-

pened in the European Union in concomitance with a deep eco-

nomic crisis that polarized the opinion of the citizens into opposite

sides with respect to many important issues, giving a new vision

of a “Divided Union”. The existence itself of the European Union

(EU) seems to be at stake since even the EU leaders fail to show

unity. 

One of the most controversial topics undermining the union is

constituted by the continuous waves of migration flows reaching

Europe from Arabic countries. Indeed, we are nowadays witnessing

one of the largest movement of migrants and refugees from Asian,

African and Middle-east countries towards Europe. The United Na-

tions High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that

more than one million of refugees arrived to the Mediterranean

coasts in 2015 mainly from Syria (49%), Afghanistan (21%) and Iraq
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8%). The map shown in Fig. 1 reports the main routes followed by

igrants and refugees to reach EU coasts and northern countries.

nderstanding how the debate is framed between governmental

rganizations, media and citizens may help to better handle this

mergency. 

Another thoroughly divisive topic has been the unexpected re-

ults of the United Kingdom European Union membership referen-

um , held in the United Kingdom countries on June 23, 2016,

hich shows a clear will of the majority of the UK citizens to leave

U. This has been informally called by media the Brexit referendum ,

ame that we often use throughout the paper. The result of the

ote reveals a geographically and politically divided United King-

om, where Scotland, Northern Ireland and the city of London are

risply pro-Remain, while England and Wales are essentially pro-

eave 1 . The map depicted in Fig. 2 illustrates this sharp division by

eporting the results of the vote in each region of the UK. 

These two controversial topics were intensively debated in tra-

itional media and on Online Social Networks (OSNs) as well. We

elieve that a proper analysis of the discussions contributed by

U citizens on popular OSNs, aimed at capturing the users polar-
1 http://www.bbc.com/news/politics/eu _ referendum/results 
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Fig. 1. The routes to European countries (source Business Insider – Europol, Reuters, Washington Post, AFP, ICMPD). 

Fig. 2. United Kingdom European Union membership referendum results (source SHRM). 
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ity through time and space, may help to understand such complex

phenomena. 

Basic analyses of Twitter have been already performed by me-

dia in a simplistic way, mainly through manual analysis of content,

statistics on news and hashtags for small samples of tweets. For

instance, in the migration phenomenon it has been found that the

#welcome refugees and #germany hashtags are used mainly from

outside Germany, or in other articles the usage of terms refugees

and migrants have been compared 

2 in offline and online media:

the former indicates someone forced to leave her country to avoid

war or imprisonment, the latter is instead someone moving from

his/her country searching for better living conditions. 

At the same time the Brexit referendum has been well covered

by social media and many web sites provide analyses of the “Pro

Leave” or “Pro Remain” positions emerging from Twitter, Google

and Facebook data 3 . 

However, the volume of messages exchanged on popular OSNs

is massive and the efficient extraction of sentiment is challeng-

ing. Furthermore, a comprehensive work trying to systematically

analyze how the debate and the perception of users about these

events are evolving, shaped across the dimensions of places, time

and sentiment is still missing. This work attempts to fill this gap:

i) by proposing an analytical framework to capture and interpret

users polarity about divisive topics from large collections of OSN

data; ii) by discussing its application to the study of the refugees

crisis and the Brexit referendum on Twitter. 

The main characteristic of our approach is the extraction and

analysis of relevant information along three dimensions: time, lo-

cation and sentiment. Given an event, we identify the relevant

messages in the OSN by choosing an initial set of seed hashtags.

From the relevant posts, we first extract the spatial and tempo-

ral information. One characteristic of the spatial aspect is that we

identify both the users location and the locations mentioned in the

media posts. This allows us to perform analysis of the sentiment of

users living in a given geographical area, while the mentions cap-

ture the polarity of users with respect to a different location. A

second step is the tracking of the topic discussion over time and

the computation of the sentiment of the messages, and therefore

the polarity of the user regarding the topic of analysis. This is done

by an iterative classification algorithm that progressively classifies

both posts and users into a positive or negative class on the ba-

sis of hashtags co-occurrence. The algorithm has been proved to

be efficient and to reach a good approximation in a few iterations.

Third, the social media collection, enriched with spatial, tempo-

ral and polarity information, enables multidimensional analyses to

be performed by querying the enriched data along these, possibly

combined, orthogonal dimensions. In the final part of the paper we

link together the analyses of the two social phenomena by show-

ing common traits and correlations. 

The approach proposed is general and can be easily adapted to

any polarizing topic of interest involving multiple dimensions in

OSNs. Moreover, it is efficient and scalable due to the automatic

sentiment enrichment procedure. In this paper we experiment our

framework using Twitter data related to our two case studies: the

European perception of the 2015 refugee crisis and the Brexit ref-

erendum analysis before and after the vote. The analysis conducted

shows how our framework allows us to easily identify the differ-

ences in positive and negative sentiment over time and space. The

resulting knowledge can thus support the understanding of com-

plex opinion dynamics by matching variations in perception with

specific events and locations. Particularly, we highlight the senti-

ment of Twitter users of European countries towards the refugee
2 https://www.storify.com/ImagineEurope/what- is- associated- with- europe 
3 http://www.pol.ed.ac.uk/neuropoliticsresearch/sections/remote _ content 

t  

n  

T  

i  
risis and how this sentiment evolved through time, space and in

elation to some major events. Symmetrically, we follow the evo-

ution of the Brexit referendum sentiment and the perception in

ther EU countries. Finally we try to correlate the two phenomena

rying to understand if and how the migrant crisis sentiment has

 correlation with the Brexit sentiment and vote outcome. 

This paper is an extended version of a previous conference pa-

er [1] . The original contributions presented in this paper include:

 more detailed description of the proposed framework, the multi-

imensional analytical possibilities, and the study of the percep-

ion of the Brexit referendum, conducted by analyzing the English

weets posted during the weeks preceding and following the day

f the vote. Finally, we report about the possibility enabled by our

ramework to exploit the common space dimension of the largest

K cities to correlate the user polarization on the two different an-

lyzed phenomena. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-

usses the related work, while Section 3 describes the methods

sed to build the analytical framework. We describe our findings in

pplying the framework to the two case studies in Sections 4 for

efugees and in Section 5 for Brexit. Finally, Section 6 concludes

he paper and details future work. 

. Related work 

Using Twitter for opinion mining and user polarization is a vast

ubject [2] . The existence of polarization in Social Media was first

tudied by Adamic et al. [3] who identified a clear separation in

he hyperlink structure of political blogs. Conover et al. [4] stud-

ed afterwards the same phenomenon on Twitter, evaluating the

olarization based on the retweets. Most of the studies on polar-

zation are still based on sentiment analysis of the content. The

entiment analysis methods proposed are numerous and they are

ainly based on dictionaries and on learning techniques through

nsupervised [5] and supervised methods (lexicon-based method

6] ) and combinations [7] . Opinion mining techniques are widely

sed in particular in the political context [3] and in particular on

witter [8] . Recently new approaches based on polarization, con-

roversy and topic tracking in time have been proposed [9,10] . The

dea of these approaches is to polarize users of a social network in

roups based on their opinion on a particular topic and tracking

heir behavior over time. These approaches are based on network

easures and clustering [9] or hashtag classification through prob-

bilistic models [10] with no use of dictionary-based techniques. 

Twitter is also exploited to better understand how the com-

unication flows during political movements and events. Donover

t al. study Twitter data covering the birth and maturation of the

merican anti-capitalist movement Occupy Wall Street [11] . The au-

hors analyze the geo-spatial dimension of tweets in combination

ith the communication dimension building a geographic profile

or the communication activity of the movement. An extensive

nalysis of these data produced many interesting results. For ex-

mple, it appears that proximity to events plays a major role in

etermining which content receives the most attention in contrast

o the stream of domestic political communication. 

Moreover, there is a significant increase of interest in collect-

ng and analyzing geo-located data from online social networks.

everal works study different aspects of the geographical dimen-

ion of OSNs, a broad study on this argument is reported in [12] .

ere, the authors propose a framework to compare social net-

orks based on two new measures: one captures the geographi-

al closeness of a node with its network neighborhood and a clus-

ering coefficient weighted on the geographical distance between

odes. Twitter geo-located posts are studied to understand how

witter social ties are affected by distance [13] . Linked users are

dentified as “egos” and “alters” and the distance between them is

https://www.storify.com/ImagineEurope/what-is-associated-with-europe
http://www.pol.ed.ac.uk/neuropoliticsresearch/sections/remote_content
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Table 1 

Notation and datasets statistics summary. The total number of Brexit-related tweets include those col- 

lected on the day of the vote, which have been excluded from the analysis. 

Symbol Description Refugees Brexit referendum 

Total Before After Total 

G Collected English tweets 97,693,321 – – 157,064,081 

T Set of relevant tweets 1,238,921 724,399 3,331,058 4,343,548 

T c+ Pro refugees/Brexit tweets 459,544 140,186 649,775 –

T c− Against refugees/Brexit tweets 387,374 95,584 291,917 –

T ML Tweets with mentioned location 421,512 – – –

T UL Tweets with user location 101,765 231,873 969,071 1,302,981 

U Users 480,660 368,732 1,467,600 1,725,523 

U c+ Users with pro sentiment 213,920 55,470 380,956 –

U c− Users with against sentiment 104,126 59,185 153,543 –

U L Users with country location 47,824 42,075 151,569 453,375 

t Period of analysis 05-Aug-15 18-Jun-16 24-Jun-16 18-Jun-16 

(initial day - final day) 17-Sept-15 22-Jun-16 04-Jul-16 04-Jul-16 
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nalyzed by considering the correlation with the air travel connec-

ion distance and with national borders and languages. An anal-

gous objective is the focus of [14] where the authors infer the

ocation of 12 million Twitter users in a world-wide dataset. Dif-

erently from the previous paper, they studied the correlation be-

ween the Twitter population and the socio-economic status of a

ountry, suggesting that high developed countries are character-

zed by a larger Twitter usage. The geographical properties of Twit-

er are also useful to study the movements of people and migration

henomena. A study of mobility using geo-located Twitter mes-

ages is presented in [15] . The authors introduce a detailed study

imed at estimating international travelers based on the country

f residence. They identify a number of characteristics including

adius of gyration and mobility rate to describe the traveling phe-

omena thorough the Twitter lens. Zagheni et al. show how the

nalysis of 50 0,0 0 0 geo-located Twitter users may help to predict

he migration turning points and to better understand migration

n OECD countries [16] . The authors estimate the migration rate of

sers moving from one “home” country to another country. The re-

orted results depict some interesting trends such as the decrease

f migration from Mexico to US, consistent with official estima-

ions. 

The novelty of our proposal compared to the state-of-the-art

pproaches is mainly the fact that we propose an analytical frame-

ork to study a mass event from Twitter messages as a combi-

ation of three dimensions: time, space and sentiment. The sen-

iment analysis method adopted is efficient in tracking polariza-

ion over Twitter compared to other methods. Concerning other

pproaches for studying social phenomena, we do not base our

nalyses on the change of location of Twitter users to measure

he flow of individuals through space, but rather we aim at un-

erstanding the impact on the EU citizens perception of migrants’

ovements and their resulting decision to vote for Brexit. Com-

ared to other Twitter Brexit analysis available on the Web 4 our

pproach is general and reusable to assess the opinion of users in

ifferent contexts. Moreover we not base our analysis on a set of

anually extracted keywords but we rely on a method which al-

ows to rigorously extract the most informative concepts to mon-

tor user opinion. As a further contribution our paper highlights a

orrelation between the migrants and the Brexit polarity in differ-

nt UK cities, finding how the pro-Brexit negatively correlates with

he pro-refugees. 

. The analytical framework 

In this section we introduce the analytical framework by de-

ailing how data collection and enrichment steps are performed in
4 http://www.pol.ed.ac.uk/neuropoliticsresearch/sections/remote _ content 
rder to extract, for a given polarizing topic, a dataset of relevant

weets. During this process we capture the analytical dimensions

e are interested in, namely the spatial, temporal and sentiment

imensions. The multi-dimensional dataset obtained at the end of

he collection and enrichment steps can be analyzed and queried

long the spatial, temporal and sentiment axes and, more inter-

stingly, on combinations among them. The characteristics of the

atasets collected and the notation used in the following are sum-

arized in Table 1 . The first dataset refers to the Refugees crisis

nd contains about 1.2 M tweets, while the second one refers to

he Brexit referendum and contains about 4.3 M tweets. 

We used the Twitter Streaming API under the Gardenhose agree-

ent (granting access to 10% of all tweets) to collect the English

weets posted in two periods: from mid August to mid Sept 2015

or the refugees dataset, and from mid June to the beginning of

uly 2016 for the Brexit dataset, respectively. We first filtered out

he tweets not related to the specific events analyzed. To this end,

e simply chose two subsets of frequently-used hashtags and key-

ords specifically related to the refugees (208 hashtags) and the

rexit (111 hashtags and keywords) case studies. 

We selected as relevant all the English tweets containing at least

ne of these hashtags. The filtered collections of relevant tweets

re denoted in the following as T . Then we enriched T by associ-

ting with tweets, when possible, information about their spatial,

emporal, and sentiment dimensions. The characteristics in terms

f number of users and polarity of tweets in the resulting datasets

re detailed in Table 1 . The methodologies used for the enrichment

teps are discussed in the following two subsections. 

.1. Spatial and temporal dimensions 

For each tweet we extract (when present) the user location of

he person posting the message. The user location is structured in

wo levels: the city (when present) and the country. The user city

s identified from the GPS coordinates or Place field, when available.

ince GPS and Place data are quite rare (less than 2% of the rele-

ant tweets) we also used the free-text user location field to enrich

ocation metadata. We identified the locations in the user gener-

ted field based on data from the Geonames 5 dictionary which

ed a “parsing and matching” heuristic procedure. This technique

rovides high-resolution, high-quality geo-location in presence of

eaningful user location data [17] . The user country is collected in

 similar way. When the country is not explicitly present we in-

er the country from the city. In the case of the refugees dataset

e also extracted the mentioned locations within the tweet text.

e used the mentioned locations to correlate the phenomenon of
5 http://www.geonames.org/ 

http://www.pol.ed.ac.uk/neuropoliticsresearch/sections/remote_content
http://www.geonames.org/
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Table 2 

Seed hashtags used in PTR . 

Refugees Dataset Brexit Dataset 

H 0 c + H 0 c − H 0 c + H 0 c −
Pro-Refugees Againts-Refugess Pro-Brexit Against-Brexit 

#refugeeswelcome #refugeesnotwelcome #voteleave #voteremain 
#refugeesnotmigrants #migrantsnotwelcome 
#welcomerefugees #norefugees 
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the refugees with their locations (origins, destinations or signifi-

cant cities in their routes or countries involved in the migration

crisis). Also the mentioned locations are represented both at the city

and the country level and they are extracted from tweets’ text us-

ing the same heuristic procedure adopted for user location. 

For both datasets we limit our analysis to the perception and

sentiment of European citizens. The volume of tweets with user

location T UL and mentioned locations T ML is reported in Table 1 . 

Finally, we extract the publishing time from each tweet and the

period of time when each user was active. This information is nec-

essary to study the temporal dimensions of social phenomena. 

3.2. Sentiment dimension 

We are interested in understanding if the user has a positive

feeling towards the analyzed social event or if he/she mainly ex-

presses negative feelings, antagonist and opposing ideas. In partic-

ular, for the Refugee crisis case study, we look at opinions of the

users about the migrants. For the Brexit referendum case study, we

split the dataset into two parts: posts made in the period before

the Brexit referendum and posts made in the days after the vote.

The sentiment analysis procedure is applied independently on the

two parts of the dataset. It is worth noticing that the polarization

registered before the referendum is connected to the vote inten-

tions, while the discussion afterwards is more focused on the re-

sults: it reflects the impact of the pro-Brexit results (sentiment +)

or the reasons why the remain supporters lost (sentiment -). There-

fore, the pre and post datasets are enriched with information about

the sentiment for both tweets and users ( T c+ , U c+ , T c− and U c−). 

In both case studies, we consider two polarized classes c ∈ C :

pro-refugees / pro-Brexit ( c + ) and against-refugees / againts-Brexit

( c −). We used our PTR (Polarization Tracker) algorithm [10] to as-

sign a class to each polarized tweet and to each polarized user in

an iterative way by considering his/her tweets and the hashtags

contained. The approach proposed in [10] is suitable to track po-

larized users according to a specific topic. 

Algorithm 1 PTR Algorithm. 

Require: a set of users U , their tweets T with hashtags H, 

a set of hashtags H 

0 
c for each class c ∈ C 

Ensure: Classification of users U c and hashtags H c 

1: procedure P T R ( { H 

0 
c } c∈C ) 

2: τ ← 0 

3: repeat 

4: { T τc } c∈C ← TwClass 

({ H 

τ
c } c∈C , T 

)
� Classify tweets on the

basis of hashtags 

5: { U 

τ
c } c∈C ← UsClass 

({ T τc } c∈C , U ) � Classify users on the

basis of tweets 

6: { H 

τ+1 
c } c∈C ← HtClass ({ U 

τ
c } c∈C ) � Find better hashtags on

the basis of U 

τ
c 

7: τ ← τ + 1 

8: until convergence 

9: return {U τc } c∈C , {T τc } c∈C , { H 

τ
c } c∈C 

10: end procedure 
The pseudo-code reported in Algorithm 1 illustrates the proce-

ure. The algorithm receives as input an initial set of polarized

ashtags 
{

H 

0 
c 

}
(initial seed ) for each class c and the collection of

elevant tweets T . The initial seeds have been selected by ana-

yzing the most frequent among the relevant hashtags used in the

atasets. Among them, we selected two set of polarized hashtags

hich indicate the sentiment of the two opponent parts. The ini-

ial seeds used in the two datasets are reported in Table 2 . 

In the refugees dataset the hashtags in the seed set H 

0 
c + occur in

6K tweets, whereas H 

0 
c − hashtags are used in only 2K tweets. In

he Brexit dataset, the initial seeds H 

0 
c + are used in 60K tweets be-

ore the referendum and in 12K tweets after, whereas H 

0 
c − in 21K

weets before the referendum and in 4K tweets after. One of the

enefits of PTR is that after only a few iterations the results are less

ependent on the size of the original seed, correcting the unbal-

nced number of occurrences per class. The final polarized tweets

 T c+ , T c−) reported in Table 1 are indeed more balanced than the

eeds. 

The internal functions of Algorithm 1 are defined as follows: 

• TwClass : a tweet is polarized to one class c only if it contains

only hashtags of one class { H c } c∈C . 

• UsClass : a user is polarized to one class c only if his polarized

tweets of class c are at least twice the number of his polarized

tweets of any other class. 

• HtClass : a hashtag h is assigned to one class c if S c (h ) >

S c ′ (h ) ∀ c ′ � = c. The candidate hashtags h are chosen among

all the hashtags used by at least two polarized users in their

tweets, which have been filtered in order to be relevant to the

topic of the analysis as it has been discussed in the data sec-

tion. 

The score is defined as follows: 

 c (h ) = 

|T h ∩ T U c | 
|T U c | ·

∏ 

c ′ ∈C ,c ′ � = c 

(
1 − |T h ∩ T U c ′ | 

|T U c ′ | 
)

The score indicates the property of seeing the hashtag h among

he tweets of the polarized users T U c predominantly for one class

 . For our experiments we considered only hashtags with a score

 0.005: the threshold for the score S c ( h ) has been chosen after an

mpirical evaluation. 

The procedure adds information about the polarization of users

hrough the extension of the polarized hashtags by the analysis of

ll the tweets written by an already polarized user. First, the polar-

zed tweets are identified through polarized hashtags. Then polar-

zed users are labeled by means of polarized tweets and after the

ew polarized hashtags are extracted. This can be done by check-

ng if they are representative of a sentiment class from all the rel-

vant tweets written by polarized users. The procedure includes

he relevant and not polarized tweets that have not been used to

lassify the users. It means that, among all the tweets written by

 polarized user related to the topic, it may happen that only a

ew tweets are labeled as polarized. The remaining of tweets are

sed together with the polarized ones to extract the new hash-

ags that might be representative of a sentiment class. The itera-

ive procedure has been run four times until the convergence was
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Fig. 3. T UL per top-20 countries in log scale (refugees). 
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i  
eached: i.e. the procedure does not find new polarized hashtags in

he further iteration of the algorithm. We excluded from the hash-

ags retrieved by PTR all the hashtags which directly mention a city

r a country. This is done to keep the sentiment independent of

he location in the computation of the polarization. From empirical

valuation the presence of locations in the polarized tweets affects

egatively the analysis since it assigns a specific sentiment to all

he tweets regarding a place. 

. Perception of the refugee crisis in Europe 

Our study is driven by the following analytical questions: 

Refugees-AQ1 : What is the evolution of the discussions about

efugees migration in Twitter? 

Refugees-AQ2 : What is the sentiment of users across Europe in

elation to the refugee crisis? What is the evolution of the percep-

ion in the countries affected by the phenomenon? 

Refugees-AQ3 : Are users more polarized in the countries that

re most impacted by the migration flow? 

.1. Applying PTR to data 

Note that the algorithm may classify both users and tweets as

on polarized, thus favoring accuracy of truly polarized content.

he polarization algorithm was able to assign the sentiment to 68%

f the tweets and to 66% of the users in our dataset. Regarding EU-

eolocated tweets and users, the algorithm assigned the sentiment

o 73% of tweets and to 71% of the users. The sentiment analysis

as been performed through PTR [10] since this method does not

eed external dictionaries or supervision, and provides a classifica-

ion of polarized users in a flexible way by looking at terms used

y members of different opinions. The method is fast and scalable

nd in [10] it is proved to be accurate, providing an improvement

ver the baseline from 7% to 71% on different datasets. 

.2. Spatial and temporal analysis 

We navigate our multidimensional dataset by first analyzing the

patial and temporal dimensions to answer Refugees-AQ1. These

nalyses can quantify the volumes of relevant Twitter messages

ased on the countries of the users and the country mentions,

ince these volumes are strong indicators of real-world events [18] .

ote that this spatial and temporal analysis is not considering the

ser polarization and it is therefore conducted on the full set of

weets available. Fig. 3 depicts the total number of tweets for the
0 most active countries. Since the dataset is in English most of

he tweets (56.1%) come from users located in United Kingdom

UK), therefore in Section 4.4.3 we focus our analysis on UK. Nev-

rtheless, a significant fraction of the data comes from other coun-

ries, e.g., France (FR) accounts for 6.9% of the tweets and Germany

DE) accounts for 5.9%. Without loss of generality, our methodol-

gy can be extended to other languages by simply extending the

eed hashtags used in the sentiment dimension construction. As

ar as the mention location is concerned, we see that users from

1 countries mention 154 countries in Europe, Asia and Africa. This

s analyzed in further detail in Section 4.4.3 . 

Fig. 4 illustrates tweets volumes along the temporal dimension,

nd relates volumes to events, as summarized in Table 3 . The vol-

me includes all the tweets in T and not only the geo-located

nes. We observed significant volume peaks in days August 19,

eptember 4 and September 19. As we can see from Table 3 , these

ays match the major events like the UK and France security deal

igned on the 18th of August regarding Calais, the drowned Syrian

oy found on the beach in Greece, Hungary taking refugees to Aus-

rian border by bus during September 2nd to September 4th, and

igrants breaking through Hungarian border on September 16. 

Next, we analyze location mentions to countries related to the

efugee migration. Fig. 5 reports the volumes of tweets mention-

ng the EU countries most impacted by the refugees route, namely

ustria, Germany, Croatia, Macedonia, Hungary, Serbia, Greece. We

ee that there is an interesting correspondence between the peaks

f mentions and the events timeline. An evident peak for Germany,

ustria and Hungary is the first week of September, probably re-

ated to the news of borders being opened to refugees. We also

otice a peak of mentions of Croatia corresponding to the closing

f borders with Serbia. Macedonia also sees an important increase

f mentions around the 20th of August, probably in relation to the

acedonian Police using tear gas on refugees. 

Similarly, Fig. 6 focuses on the mentions of relevant non Euro-

ean countries. The number of tweets mentioning Syria increases

ramatically after the aforementioned facts of September 4. Turkey

lso has a peak on the 4th of September, probably due to the Alan

urdi news. We also observe how the mentions to other countries

emain more or less stable along this period to witness the fact

hat they were not directly related to the events reported by the

edia in that period involving mainly the Syrian refugees topic. 

.3. Content-based analysis 

In this section we show a study related to the tweet content

n terms of hashtags. In a first analysis we correlate the hashtags
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Fig. 4. T per day and news headlines. 

Table 3 

Major events during the observation period as reported by UK Newspapers. 

18.08 UK and France sign the Calais security deal. 

20–21.08 Macedonian police have used tear gas with thousands of refugees crossing from Greece and declares state of emergency. 

27–28.08 71 dead refugees found dead in truck in Austria. 

31.08 Angela Merkel: Europe as a whole must help with refugees. 

1.09 Hungary closes main Budapest station to refugees. 

2.09 Alan Kurdi drowned off the shores of Turkey. 

4–6.09 Migrants are allowed to cross the Austro-Hungarian border; Refugees welcomed warmly in Germany. 

8.09 Hungarian Journalist appears to kick and trip fleeing refugees. 

14.09 Austria followed Germany’s suit and instituted border controls; Refugee boat sinking 

15.09 Croatia starts to experience the first major waves of refugees; Hungary announces it will start arresting people crossing the border illegally. 

16.09 Refugee crisis escalates as people break through Hungarian border; 

17.09 Croatia decides to close its border with Serbia. 

Fig. 5. EU country mentions per day in log scale. 
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usage across the whole Refugees dataset to the events occurring

within the observed time frame. We measured the frequency of

each hashtag per day, then performed a two-pass normalization.

First we normalized the frequencies of hashtags on each day so

as to avoid that days with lower recorded traffic are given less

importance. Then, we normalized each hashtag over the observed

period, so that the values are comparable among different hash-

tags. We then measured the variance of the normalized frequen-
ies, considering that hashtags with higher variance are those with

 more unbalanced distribution among days. The hypothesis is that

he unbalanced distribution is due to a close relation of the hash-

ag with a specific temporal event (usually one or two days). Fig. 7

hows the resulting twenty highest-variance hashtags. The plot

hows how this simple method allowed us to quickly spot hot top-

cs in the observed stream of tweets and to correctly place them

n time. The top ranked hashtag mentions a 2013 event that is
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Fig. 6. Non-EU country mentions per day in log scale. 

Fig. 7. Highest-variance hashtags per day; intense red represents higher relative frequency. 
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elated to refugees, yet completely unrelated to the Syrian cri-

is. On 9/11 there are hashtags about the Twin Towers attack of

001. The second and third hashtags in the ranking mention de-

ate events related to the refugee crisis. A large group of hashtags

re related to the Alan Kurdi death. A couple of hashtags mention

hmed Mohamed, a 14 years old boy of Muslim faith arrested at

chool in the USA, when a teacher confused Ahmed’s do-it-yourself

lock with a bomb. Although some of the events are not directly

onnected to the refugees crisis, all of them are relevant to the

ebate. 

We then focused on the usage of polarized hashtags as ex-

racted by the PTR algorithm. We report in Table 4 the most rel-

vant retrieved hashtags in addition to seed ones after the final it-

ration of PTR . From the analysis of the extracted hashtags we can

ee that people with a positive sentiment prefer to use the term

efugees , while people with a negative sentiment refer to them

s migrants , thus minimizing the fact that they are escaping war

nd persecution. Users with a negative sentiment frequently use
 g  
efugees and the Islamic religion together, somehow correlating, in

 prejudicial way, refugees with Islam and terrorism. Finally, we

bserve that individuals with negative sentiment are often patri-

tic and not pro Europe. 

.4. Sentiment analysis 

To answer the analytical question AQ2, we analyze the percep-

ion of the refugee crisis phenomenon by the European countries

y exploiting the sentiment and location dimensions of the Twitter

sers in our dataset. To simplify the notation in the following we

efer to U L simply by U . Let us define the ratio ρ between polarized

sers, namely the number of pro refugees users and the number of

gainst refugees users: 

= 

|U c + | 
|U c − | 

The index ρ gives a compact indication of the sentiment of a

roup of users. In the following, we first analyze the sentiment
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Table 4 

Polarized hashtags discovered by the PTR algorithm. 

Classes Polarized Hashtags 

Pro-refugees H τ= f inal 
c + 

#campliberty #health #humanrights #marchofhope #migrantmarch #refugee #refugeecrisis #refugeemarch #refug
Against-refugees H τ= f inal 

c −
#alqaeda #guns #illegalimmigration #illegals #invasion #isis #islamicstate #justice #migrant #migrantcris

Fig. 8. Index ρ across European countries: red corresponds to a higher predominance of positive sentiment, yellow indicates lower ρ . (a) Refers to the whole dataset. (b) Is 

limited to users when mentioning locations in the their own country. (c) Is limited to users otherwise. 
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6 Sept, 04: http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-34148913 – Sept, 16: http://www.bbc. 

com/news/uk-34268604 
across countries, and then we differentiate discussions referring to

internal versus external locations. The analysis was conducted by

exploiting the polarized tweets and users data produced by the PTR

algorithm from the whole Refugees dataset. 

4.4.1. Sentiment by country 

Fig. 8 (a) shows the value of ρ for users belonging to the differ-

ent European countries. We observe that Eastern countries in gen-

eral are less positive than Western countries. In particular, Russia

and Turkey have a low sentiment index probably because they are

highly affected by the flow of arrivals. On the contrary, countries

like Germany and Austria are more positive and this can be con-

firmed by the news reporting their decision of opening borders to

migrants. Among western countries, France, UK, Italy and Nether-

lands have a low ρ index. In Italy the large amount of refugees

arrived mainly through the sea directly from Lybia or Tunisia and

the tone of the discussion is often characterized by negative notes.

In France the sentiment expresses all worries about the situation of

the “Calais jungle”. The situation in Greece appears very different.

The sentiment is positive even though this country remains by far

the largest single entry point for new sea arrivals in the Mediter-

ranean, followed by Italy. Greece captured the attention of humani-

tarian organizations. Countries like Ireland, Norway or Portugal are

less interested by the phenomenon and therefore their perception

might result more positive. Even for Spain ρ is not particularly low

since the number of refugees coming from Western Mediterranean

was low compared to central and eastern countries. 

4.4.2. Internal and external country perception of the refugees crisis 

In the following we study the perceived sentiment in relation

to the country of the user. We denote as internal perception the

sentiment of a user when mentioning his/her own country (or a

city in his/her country). External perception on the contrary refers

to polarized tweets with no references to his/her own country. 

Fig. 8 (b) shows the sentiment ratio ρ by country considering

the internal perception, thus tweets mentioning the country itself.

The ρ computation refers to the users of a country who mentioned

in their tweets the country itself (or indirectly a city in the coun-

try). We report countries for which we have a sufficient amount of
ata. We can see that Russia, France and Turkey have a really low

index. We conjecture that the sentiment of a person, when the

roblem involves directly his/her own country, could be more neg-

tive since we are generally more critical when issues are closer to

urselves. 

The external perception ratio is depicted in Fig. 8 (c). Compar-

ng the two maps, we see that internal and external perception is

table for UK and Sweden. Other countries have a much lower in-

ernal sentiment ρ than external, and this is the case of France,

ussia and Turkey. All these countries were indeed facing many

ritical problems due to the arrival of refugees at their borders.

he case of Calais is one of the most significant examples which

ould explain the case of the low ratio in France. Germany, Hun-

ary and Greece, on the contrary, have a better internal perception

hich might be due to the decision of Germany to open borders to

llow many people to transit from Hungary to Germany, releasing

he extremely difficult situation at the national borders. 

.4.3. Sentiment analysis: the UK case 

In this section we focus on the sentiment analysis of UK cit-

zens, as UK is the most represented country in our dataset and

herefore a more detailed sentiment analysis can be done. Indeed,

or UK we detail the results at the granularity of largest cities by

ltering the outcome of the PTR algorithm produced from the full

efugees dataset. 

Fig. 9 (left) shows the polarization in the most represented cities

f the country, where at least 100 polarized users are present in

he dataset. We can see from the heat map that there is a differ-

nce in the sentiment from north to south. This could be due to

he fact that the cities in the south were more involved in the wel-

oming process of refugees and this might have generated more

iscontent. On the other hand Scotland shows a more positive per-

eption of the refugees migration. From the time series of ρ for

K users we see an increase in the general sentiment ratio of the

ountry after September 4. We found news 6 regarding that period

rom BBC and we think that the increase in the sentiment polar-

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-34148913
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-34268604
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Fig. 9. Positive and negative users for different cities in UK in all period (left) before (center) and after (right) September 4. In the infographic the pies/bars show the number 

of polarized positive and negative users by city and the heat map in background indicates the value of ρ for the cities considered in the legend. For some cities the tweets 

are not sufficient to compute polarization, therefore when the heat degrades to 0 it indicates no data. 
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zation could be due mainly to the decision of the Prime Minis-

er Cameron of acting with “head and heart” to help refugees. He

llocated substantial amounts of money to humanitarian aid, be-

oming, at that time, the second largest bilateral donor of aid to

he Syrian conflict (after the US). Fig. 9 (middle) and (right), shows

he comparison of the opinion in UK before and after September

, respectively. We highlight again a gradient of polarization from

orth to south in both cases even though the sentiment ratio ρ
efore and after that day is completely overturned. After Septem-

er 4 the spreading of positive news in UK increases the sentiment

nd the volume of relevant tweets in all the country and prob-

bly government position reflects the sentiment of a vast major-

ty of users which show support to refugees in their social media

tatements. 

.5. Mentioned location analysis 

The last analysis we conducted aims at exploring AQ3 by study-

ng the sentiment of the tweets when mentioning specific coun-

ries. We show how events impact differently the volume of tweets

ith positive or negative sentiment. Furthermore, we relate the

entiment changes to events. 

Fig. 10 (a–c) shows the sentiment of tweets when mentioning

hree of the countries most impacted by the refugees routes: Hun-

ary, Austria and Croatia. We highlight an overall low number of

entions of these countries until the beginning of September. In

he case of Hungary and Austria there is a sudden increase in the

eginning of September in the overall number of mentions, pre-

ominantly for c + with a relative increase in c −. This is mostly due

o the overall positive sentiment towards the events from the pre-

ious days (the Alan Kurdi story), but also due to positive news

bout migrants being allowed to cross the Austro-Hungarian bor-

er. The negative sentiment appears, and continues to grow, un-

il the middle of September when c − tends to increase more than

 + , due to tweets expressing negative feelings towards border con-

rols in Austria (13–15 Sept) and Hungary arresting refugees cross-

ng the border illegally (15–17 Sept). Croatia comes into play to-

ards the end of our observation period, when on September 16th

t becomes a valid alternative to Hungary which closed its bor-

ers with Serbia. A similar analysis has been done for Greece,

acedonia and Serbia, but due to lack of space we are omitting

ere. 

In Fig. 10 (d–f) we look at the sentiment in relation to mentions

f UK, France and Germany. Both UK and Germany are rather bal-
nced between positive and negative tweets. Germany presents ex-

eptions on certain days when a positive feeling arises in support

o the sad incidents related to refugees. We notice that the official

edia news at the end of August reported that Germany was wel-

oming refugees, while UK started showing a positive sentiment

fter the dramatic facts of Alan Kurdi and the announcement of

elcoming 20,0 0 0 refugees by 2020. France seems to have more

egative feelings, probably due to the difficult situation in Calais

nd the news about victims trying to cross the country, while a

ositive peak appears in correspondence to the young Alan Kurdi

ews. 

. The Brexit referendum 

Similarly to the refugee related analysis, our study about the

rexit referendum is driven by the analytical questions below: 

Brexit-AQ4 : What is the evolution of the discussions in Twitter

egarding the Brexit referendum? 

Brexit-AQ5 : What is the sentiment of Twitter UK users on the

rexit referendum topic, before and after the vote? What is the

erception in other European countries? 

Refugees-Brexit-AQ6 : Is the polarization of the users about

efugees and the Brexit referendum somehow correlated? If so,

ow are the two topics correlated? 

By applying our PTR algorithm ( Algorithm 1 ) to the Brexit

ataset we discover new hashtags starting from the selected seeds,

amely: #voteleave and #voteremain . In Table 5 we report

he most relevant hashtags found for each class c . The polarization

lgorithm was able to assign the sentiment to 31% of the users

n the tweets before the referendum and 36% after. Most of the

sers are not polarized indicating that the dictionary used in their

weets does not allow the algorithm to decide one polarization

lass. Compared to the previous case study the polarization for a

eferendum is a more difficult task since the hashtags used are not

ery well separated. 

The PRT algorithm however succeeds in finding relevant hash-

ag for both sides, pro and against Brexit. It is worth noticing that

he hashtag #brexit is classified as part of the pro-Brexit (leave)

ashtag set. However the meaning of #brexit changes after the

eferendum day, since the mentions of Brexit tend to refer to the

eferendum results instead of being a polarization in favor of leav-

ng the EU. 

The Before and After Brexit hashtag lists present some differ-

nces. While before the referendum date the discussion is centered
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Fig. 10. Tweet sentiment for country mentions per day. 

Table 5 

Polarized hashtags discovered by the PTR algorithm. 

Classes Polarized Hashtags 

Pro-Brexit BEFORE H f inal 
c + 

#brexit #bbcdebate #eu #uk #leave #bbcqt #leaveeu #takecontrol #inorout #projecthope #news #marr #bbc #r
Against-Brexit BEFORE H f inal 

c −
#euref #voteremain #remain #strongerin #eureferendum #labourinforbritain #c4debate #votein #catsagainstb

Pro-Brexit AFTER H f inal 
c + 

#brexit #eu #uk #leave #euro2016 #leave #voteleave #indyref2 #engice #eng #toryleadership #ukip 
Against-Brexit AFTER H f inal 

c −
#euref #eurefresults #keepcorbyn #eureferendum #corbyn #remain #labourcoup #notmyvote #voteremain #corby
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around how to vote, after the results have been published we can

see new emerging topics, highly related to Brexit: #indyref2 ,
for example, refers to the fact that Scotland discusses a possi-

ble second referendum for independence from UK, as a conse-

quence to the referendum results (we recall that Scottish people

mainly choose to remain in EU). Another example is related to

J. Corbyn ( #corbyn, #keepcorbyn, #corbynstays ) and the

Labour party ( #labourcoup, #labour ). The politician threat-

ened to block Brexit, but later had to clarify the Labour Party’s

position on Brexit, namely respecting the referendum results. We

can see that before the vote day there are encouragement hash-

tags like #strongerin, #greenerin, #intogether , while

after the vote the discussion reflects how part of the population

feels unrepresented #notmyvote . 

5.1. Spatial and temporal analysis 

To answer Brexit-AQ4, we start by analyzing the spatial and

temporal dimensions. Differently from the refugee crisis, the Brexit

referendum involved directly only one country, the UK. However,

the result of the UK vote impacted on the opinion of citizens of ev-

ery European country thus bringing the discussion to all EU. Fig. 11

depicts, in a logarithmic scale, the total number of related tweets
osted in the period observed for the 20 most active European

ountries. 

Due to the clear UK focus, but also because we collected only

weets in English language, there is a huge difference between the

umber of tweets coming from the UK respect to other countries.

fter UK, we have Republic of Ireland (IE), a neighbor and English-

peaking country. 

We further look at the distribution of relevant tweets across the

eferendum period. In Fig. 12 we detect an increasing volume of

weets the days before the referendum, slowly declining the days

fter. The highest tweet volume is on June 24 when the results

ecame official. The result stirred an influx of tweets from both

K and the other European countries. The following days we see a

eak around June 27 when a EU summit took place. In this summit

U decided to refuse any informal agreement until the UK does not

rigger article 50 of the Treaty, by issuing formal notification of its

ntention to leave. 

An overview of the main events during our observation period

re presented in Table 6 . The analyses conducted in the following

ections will bring more light towards the key dates and topics in-

olved. 

Another interesting view is to see what are the most pop-

lar hashtags related to the referendum during the selected

eriod. We applied the normalized variance measure, as described
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Fig. 11. T UL per top-20 countries in log scale. 

Fig. 12. Number of tweets per day. 

Table 6 

Major events during the observation period as reported by UK Newspapers. 

06–17 The Times comes out in support of staying in the European Union 

06–19 Andrew Marr Show BBCs final televised debate of the referendum campaign 

06–21 EU referendum live: Khan accuses Boris Johnson of leading ’Project Hate’ in BBC’s Great Debate 

06–23 EU Referendum 

06–24 UK votes to leave EU after dramatic night divides nation 

06–26 Nicola Sturgeon: Scottish parliament could block Brexit 

06–27 EU may refuse informal Brexit talks until UK triggers article 50 

Boris Johnson holds a press conference in which it fails to provide a post-Brexit plan 

07-02 Brexit live: thousands ’march for Europe’ in post-referendum protest 

07-04 Farage resigns 

07-05 Brexit: May wins first round of voting 

i  

e  

w  

t  

h  

g  

w  

a  

t  

t  

O  
n Section 4.2 , to identify the hashtags that are most related to

vents that have a precise location in time. In this case in Fig. 13 ,

e separately ranked hashtags in the days before the vote and in

he days after the vote. Before the vote most of the top-ranked

ashtag are related to pre-vote debate events. Another relevant

roup of hashtags is related to the Euro 2016 soccer tournament, in
hich a comparison about leaving or remaining in the tournament

nd leaving of remaining in EU is often made. The top hashtags in

he post-vote analysis are in fact related to the defeat that caused

he England team to be knocked out of the Euro 2016 tournament.

ther after-vote tags are those related to immediate reactions the
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Fig. 13. Highest-variance hashtags per day. Intense red represents higher relative freq. 

Fig. 14. Politician mentions before and after the Brexit referendum. 
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day after the vote and those related to the leadership changes in

the Conservative Party. 

Besides identifying the most popular hashtags, we also want to

see who are the politicians and parties most frequently mentioned

in our dataset. 

As we can see in Fig. 14 before the referendum the politicians

being mentioned are a few. However, some politicians are dis-

cussed, such as B. Johnson and D. Cameron, due to specific events.

On June 19, D. Cameron participates in BBC’s Question Time show,

a special edition dedicated to the referendum, while on June 30, B.

Johnson rules himself out of Conservative leader race, despite his

active role in the leave campaign. After the vote, the mentions of

politicians increase and show several peaks. For example we mea-

sure a peak of mentions for B. Johnson in concomitance with the

press conference he held on June 26, after D. Cameron announce-

ment of resignation as Prime Minister. The highest peak of men-

tions for the former mayor of London occurs however on June 30

when he announces that he will not join the race to be the next

leader of the Conservative Party and prime minister. Mentions for
 r
. Corbyn shows a similar peak on June 27 in concomitance with

is possible resignation as leader of the Labour party. 

We apply the same kind of analysis to the main political par-

ies in UK ( Fig. 15 ). We notice that the two most discussed are the

abour and the Conservative parties, followed by a peak on UKIP

n the 4th of July, when its leader, N. Farage, resigned. This in-

rease in the number of mentions to N. Farage is reported also in

ig. 14 . Overall, we can observe that parties are not much discussed

efore the referendum, while after the referendum the mentions

ncrease as leaders and parties started discussing their stand on

he Brexit referendum results and possible consequences. 

.2. Sentiment analysis 

To answer the analytical question Brexit-AQ5 about the polar-

zation of Twitter users towards the leave and remain option of UK,

e analyze the sentiment and spatial dimensions in the collected

rexit dataset. To be consistent with the previous case study on

efugees, we refer to U simply by U and we consider the ratio ρ
L 
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Fig. 15. Parties mentions before and after Brexit. 

Fig. 16. Polarization index ρ across UK cities before and after the vote. 
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etween pro Brexit users over against Brexit users as a measure for

valuating the polarity of a set of users. Here we split the dataset

nto two independent periods: before and after the vote day. 

.2.1. Sentiment analysis in UK 

Since the referendum took place in UK we initially restrict the

nalysis only to UK users. In Fig. 16 the sentiment ratio ρ is re-

orted as a heat map for the largest cities of the country. When we

onsider on the period before the vote ( Fig. 16 (a)) the ratio can be

een as an indicator of the vote intention of the users. This value

s particularly high (pro Brexit) in cities in the central part of the

K (England), while cities in Scotland (e.g. Edinburgh) register the

ower pro Brexit values. 

By looking at the figure we can observe how the London area

nd its surroundings are not really polarized pro Brexit, thus con-

rming a slight predictive behavior towards the actual referendum

utcome. What is most interesting is the comparison with the sit-

ation after the referendum analyzed in Fig. 16 (b). It is clear that

he polarization of the users towards pro Brexit moves from the

enter of the country to the London area. However, we have to

eep in mind that the meaning of the polarization after the ref-

rendum is less related to the vote intention, but it is more re-
ated to the discussion about the vote outcome. In particular we

an observe that the discussion about Brexit became heated among

sers around the capital, probably debating the results, not repre-

entative of the intention of the majority of the UK citizens in that

rea. The value ρ before the referendum can be in fact considered

 weak indicator of the vote outcome - with all the limitations of

sing a social network to predict political events (biased towards

oung people and altered by propaganda and media). After the ref-

rendum, instead, the ρ measure indicates the places where the

iscussion and comments about Brexit became more intense. 

.2.2. Users through time: before and after the Brexit referendum. 

Fig. 17 shows how users are polarized before and after the

rexit referendum. The pie chart refers to only 3.5% of the users

ho are polarized according to our sentiment enrichment proce-

ure both before and after the vote. Unfortunately, the intersection

etween users present in our dataset before and after the vote is

ot large enough to perform a detailed analysis of users who may

ave changed polarity. However, we observe that 63% of the users

olarized in both time frames keep their polarization (in particular

hose pro Brexit which are the 37%). The remaining 37% consists

f users changing polarization from pro to against (11%) and from
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Fig. 17. User polarization before and after the Brexit referendum for those users 

who are polarized in both time frames for leave or for remain. 
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against to pro (26%). It is important to recall again that the polar-

ization after the referendum is more related to the topic of discus-

sion more than vote intention. For this reason, this change in the

polarization means that after the vote users mainly discussed the

result of leaving the EU rather than a change of vote intention. The

actual intention to change the vote as regretting the actual result

is probably present in reality, but hard to detect in our dataset. 

5.2.3. Sentiment of the European countries 

In this section we discuss the opinion of the other European

users about the Brexit result. Fig. 18 shows the value of the ρ in-
Fig. 18. Index ρ across European countries: red is relat
icator for users located in different European countries. In partic-

lar, we focus of the situation before Brexit to capture the percep-

ion of users outside UK. From the map we see that the sentiment

n UK is quite against Brexit (in yellow) compared to other Eu-

opean countries more pro Brexit. In particular Italy, Netherlands,

inland and Greece have a very high ρ meaning that the users we

ave analyzed are more pro Brexit (in red). The interpretation of

his value can be twofold: these countries are pervaded by a sen-

iment pro Brexit or simply they use a vocabulary which is anti-

urope and for this reason it is similar to the one used by pro

rexit people. Fig. 19 shows a comparison between the sentiment

efore and after the referendum for the European countries on a

ommon color scale. The discussion about Brexit increased after

he referendum also in countries where there were no particular

iscussions before the vote (e.g. Russia). 

.3. Mentioned concepts analysis 

In this section we analyze how users talk about the Brexit refer-

ndum by considering geo-located tweets. In order to get a glimpse

nto the discourse of pro and against Brexit, we look at the hash-

ags selected as seeds and the final hashtags, extracted by the PTR

lgorithm for the two classes of users. 

In Fig. 20 we plot the mentions of seed hashtags τ 0 

 #voteleave, #voteremain ) before and after Brexit, with

ontinuous lines. We can observe an increased frequency the days

efore the referendum. However after the referendum the volume

ecreases significantly. By using the derived hashtags of the PTR

lgorithm, we are able to follow this topic through the follow-

ng days. We cluster the final hashtags τ final for each of the two

lasses, pro and against, and count the mentions. As we can see,

lthough we follow the same topic, there is a much higher volume

f mentions when we look at the set of final hashtags. The peak
ed to Brexit, yellow indicates the remain choice. 
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Fig. 19. Index ρ across European countries: red is related to Brexit, yellow indicates the remain. (a) refers to the data collected before the vote. (b) refers to the data after 

the vote. 

Fig. 20. The evolution of seed and final hashtags of PTR in time. 
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f discussion about Brexit happens on June 24, when the official

esult came out, and decreasing the following days. 

Another interesting element to be mentioned is the inversion

f popularity between pro and against Brexit on June 22, the day

efore the referendum. On that day, due to the worry of a possi-

le Brexit result, there was an activation of the against Brexit side,

leading for voting remain, shift also present on June 24. The activ-

ty of the pro Brexit side remains persistent throughout the time.

his is also due to the fact that after the referendum, users tend to

efer to Brexit much more often, regardless of their sentiment. 

Fig. 21 reports the topics of discussion of the classified users.

e look at the mentions of the most discussed political parties be-

ore and after the referendum. We plot the mentions to the Conser-

ative, Labour and UKIP parties of pro and against Brexit users. We

an see that there is a certain balance between the pro and against

sers when mentioning the Conservative party, with a slight dom-

nance for the pro users. Alternatively, the Labour party is men-

ioned more by against users, especially after Brexit, probably due

o the news regarding J. Corbyn’s no confidence vote, and many

sers supporting him ( #keepcorbyn etc.). On the other hand,

KIP is mostly mentioned by pro Brexit users. 

We also investigated how users mention the representatives

f the political parties. The results of the analysis are plotted

n Fig. 22 . We see that D. Cameron maintains a certain balance
 l  
hroughout the whole period, while J. Corbyn, similarly to the

abour Party in Fig. 21 , seems to be mentioned mostly by against

rexit users. An interesting view regards UKIP leader, N. Farage,

ho is mentioned more frequently by the against users rather than

he pro ones, most probably as a controversial figure. After the

eferendum both N. Farage and B. Johnson are mentioned mostly

y pro Brexit users. The volume of mentions regarding these two

eaders are however quite low respect to J. Corbyn. 

.4. Correlations in Refugees and Brexit discussions 

The analytical question Refugees-Brexit-AQ6 proposes a cross

nalysis of the two topics to see if and how they are correlated

n Twitter in terms of polarization of the users. Indeed, we know

hat one of the main points of the pro Brexit campaign was the

igrants crisis. How do these two topics relate in our Twitter

atasets? 

We selected in both datasets the polarized geolocated users in

K and we used the geolocation to extract the city information.

e obtained a list of 16 major cities in UK for which we calcu-

ated ρ for the geolocated users, both for the refugees dataset and

or the Brexit dataset. In particular, for each city we obtained ρR 

n relation to the polarized users in the refugees dataset, ρ← −
B 

in re-

ation to the polarized users in the Brexit dataset before the vote
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Fig. 21. Sentiment for users speaking about political parties. 

Fig. 22. Sentiment for users speaking about politicians. 
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and ρ−→ 

B 
in relation to the polarized users in the Brexit dataset af-

ter the vote. Moreover, for each city we report ρV which is the

ratio between actual pro-Brexit citizens and against-Brexit citizens

according to the official referendum results for that region. 

In Table 7 we report six representative cities in UK, three with

high ρV and three with low ρV index. To make the comparison

easier we reported the log 2 ( ρ) values. Positive values of ρ← −
B 

, ρ−→ 

B 
and ρV indicate pro-Brexit attitude and negative values against-

Brexit attitude; for ρR positive values mean pro-Refugees attitude,

while negative ones against-Refugees attitude. This table highlights
ome interesting relations: cities in Scotland (e.g., Edinburgh or

lasgow) were against Brexit in the referendum (negative ρV ) and,

onsistently, the scores related to the Brexit dataset of the polar-

zed users before the election are negative and low, while the score

R in both cities is positive and greater than for other cities, in-

icating a polarization pro-Refugees in both Edinburgh and Glas-

ow. On the other hand, cities like Nottingham which were pro-

rexit in the referendum, show a lower ρR and a higher ρ← −
B 

. The

olarization after the referendum in the dataset is more difficult

o interpret since it is more related to the discussion of the vote
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Table 7 

Polarization of UK main cities according to our datasets (refugees, before Brexit, after Brexit). In the last 

column we report the official results of the referendum for the region of each city calculating the ratio of 

the positive votes over negative votes. 

City Region Refugees Before Brexit After Brexit Official Brexit results 

log ( ρR ) log 
(
ρ← −

B 

)
log 

(
ρ−→ 

B 

)
log ( ρV ) 

Birmingham West Midlands 1.92 −0.94 −0.35 0.52 

Edinburgh Scotland 3.07 −1.51 0.07 −0.91 

Glasgow Scotland 2.96 −1.18 0.00 −0.91 

Leicester East Midlands 1.62 −0.62 −0.51 0.52 

London Greater London 1.85 −0.55 0.28 −0.57 

Nottingham East Midlands 1.56 −0.37 −0.34 0.52 

Fig. 23. Pearson correlation among the ρ values. 
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esults more than an indication of the user sentiment or opinion.

n Table 7 we already see that ρ−→ 

B 
seems anti correlated to ρV :

 possible explanation of that could be that after the vote users

tarted discussing about the results of the referendum to criticize

t. 

To better understand the correlation between these two top-

cs we computed the Pearson correlation matrix between the

values of the major UK cities whose results are depicted in

ig. 23 . We considered the following UK cities: Belfast, Birm-

ngham, Brighton, Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow,

eeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London, Manchester, Nottingham, Ox-

ord and Sheffield. From the matrix we see that ρR is highly anti-

orrelated with both ρV and ρ← −
B 

: this suggests that the sentiment

gainst-Refugees could be one of the reason for the Brexit result.

he anti-correlation is stronger with ρ← −
B 

in agreement with the

resence of a bias in Twitter users in relation to the voters pop-

lation. The sentiment before and after the referendum is not cor-

elated at all, confirming that the use of similar hashtags before

nd after the referendum has a completely different meaning. Sur-

risingly, the referendum outcome is highly anti-correlated with

he sentiment after the vote, confirming our assumption about the

se of opponent part vocabulary to criticize the outcome of the

eferendum. 

We conclude that investigating polarization on one topic may

elp in understanding polarization in related topics. We found that

he migrant phenomena was a relevant topic for the Brexit refer-

ndum discussion. Indeed, there is a correlation between the user

olarization we detected in the two datasets. We believe that the

roposed multi-dimensional analysis can thus be a useful tool to

reak down polarized discussions into relevant topics and to in-

estigate users sentiment around those topics. 

. Conclusions and future work 

We proposed an adaptive and scalable multidimensional frame-

ork to analyze the spatial, temporal and sentiment aspects of a

olarized topic discussed in an online social network. Besides en-

iching tweets with spatial and temporal information, a contribu-
ion of this paper is the sentiment enrichment algorithm, capable

f identifying the polarity of users and tweets. We experimented

his methodology analyzing Twitter data for two case studies: the

erception of the Mediterranean refugee crisis in Europe and the

iscussion about the EU Referendum in UK. The combination of the

entiment aspects with the temporal and spatial dimension is an

dded value that allows us to infer interesting insights. For exam-

le, our analysis revealed that European users are sensitive to ma-

or events and mostly express positive sentiments for the refugees.

owever, in some cases this attitude suddenly changes when coun-

ries are exposed more closely to the migration flow. As for the

rexit referendum, we observed how the discussion evolved in the

re and post vote, we identified who are the UK leaders more dis-

ussed and the sentiment inside and outside UK. Finally we con-

erged the two analyses in investigating the correlations between

he refugee crisis sentiment of UK citizens with the Brexit sen-

iment and the final vote outcome. As future work we intend to

dapt the framework to a real-time streaming scenario and to add

ore dimensions such as the type of user and the network rela-

ionships in the Twitter user graph. 
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